
FAMILY
TRADITIONS
The Williamson family is the key to success for the ‘One Team – One Dream’ mantra 
of the Porthaul business - Words by Ed Higginson, images by Goodman Photography

T
here’s a wealth of history surrounding the 
Victorian coastal town of Portland, about 350 km 
west of Melbourne. Located on Portland Bay, the 
town proudly proclaims it is the oldest European 

settlement in the State of Victoria, as well as being the 
main urban centre in the Shire of Glenelg. 

With its origins dating back to 1800, early industry 
included whaling, fishing and farming. In recent decades 
Portland has added factories producing aluminum, 
fertiliser, wood processing and, more recently, wind 
turbine assembly.

PowerTorque’s reason for visiting Portland was to catch 
up with local transport business Porthaul. Some thirty 
years ago, Brian Williamson bought local company 
BulkHaul and in the intervening years, this family-owned-
and-operated business has grown to a fleet of 60 trucks, 
plus a further 20 full-time contractors servicing all of the 
local industries.

Brian’s oldest son and general manager, James 
Williamson, explains; “Dad started in 1990 when he 
heard a local business called BulkHaul was closing down. 

He went to a couple of the Portland businesses and said 
he’d take it over if they would support him. So, when they 
agreed, he took it over the next day to keep everyone 
employed and we still work for those original customers to 
this day. He was originally a farmer, then owned the pub in 
town before getting into trucks.” 

It might not be your normal route into transport, but it 
shows you the strength that can be achieved when local 
communities stick together, subsequently driving Porthaul 
to the successful position it has achieved today.

In the past 10 years, Brian has been joined by his three 
sons − James, Edward and Charles − each of whom 
returned to Portland after university and travels. 

“On returning from the city, I came to help dad just at the 
start of the forestry boom in the area. We kicked off the 
forestry division, growing from one B-double and a single 
trailer operation, to 15 singles and 35 B-doubles today,” 
James adds.
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Initially carting bulk fertiliser from the local factory to 
farmers in Western Victoria and SA, with grain as a return 
load to the Port for export, Porthaul has continued to 
expand in response to other opportunities that have 
developed along the way. 

James explains: “We have grown organically over the 
years, as we are always focused on trying to find a better 
way of doing things.”

Porthaul’s transport division is split into a few areas, being 
forestry, bulk transport, general freight, refrigerated and 
quarry services. 

“The forestry division now transports roughly two million 
tonnes of wood annually, including logs, wood chips, bark 
and fines residue,” James says. 

With Portland being home to some unique unloading 
hoppers in the Port, Porthaul has developed 
B-double tip-through trailers specifically for the task. 
These combinations slide together on the 30-metre-long 
tipping ramps, which then rise roughly 20 metres into 
the sky, emptying the entire combination in a matter 
of minutes.

“Our general freight division mainly carries wool, moving 
nearly 50,000 bales a year from the region into Geelong 
and Melbourne. We have also used containers for the past 
two years, packing and delivering a wide range of products 
directly from the local area into the Port of Melbourne − 
mainly timber products and ingots from the local smelter.”

With a passion for finding better ways of doing things, 
Porthaul has moved its container packing operation back 
into the local area, rather than maintaining it in Melbourne 
as favoured by some of its competitors. 

“There are a lot of raw products that come from this 
area and we are the only packing house in Portland. 
Other companies bring groceries or products from 
Melbourne, then look to take goods back. But now we’ve 
gone to A-doubles for moving two 40-foot containers 
at a time, it makes more sense to unpack the imported 
containers here, then reload and send them back to 
Melbourne full. We’ve just moved the goal posts to the 
local area. 
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“Our bulk division is split into two areas, grain and fertiliser. 
We unload about 400,000 tonnes of fertiliser a year off 
the ships in Portland, so we use a lot of truck and dog 
combinations for this. Then we have the customers that 
require fertiliser on the farms, so we use B-doubles to cart 
the longer distances and return with grain. 

“We used to bring grain back to Portland; however, this 
is the first year that we haven’t seen one tonne of grain 
being exported in bulk through Portland.

“But this has also opened up the opportunity to bring grain 
back to Portland for packing into containers for transport 
into Melbourne wharf. Coming back from Melbourne, we 
then get a lot of imported wind farm components that we 
unpack here for the local wind turbine assembly factory, 
so our A-doubles have made a big difference.

“We also have the refrigerated division that we use to 
unload the trawlers in Portland Bay, taking fresh fish into 
Melbourne, with 60 percent of Melbourne’s fish coming 
from the Portland area.

“We currently have about 60 trucks, plus 20 full-time 
contractors. We then have tautliners, flat-tops, refrigerated 
trailers, bulk tippers, container skels, tip-through trailers, 
and grain tipper bodies with pins so we can easily swap 
them around. We are also about to pick up a new set of rail-
liners that we’ve created with MaxiTRANS (Hamelex White) 
that are tautliners on skels. This design again enables us to 
swap them with other bodies as the work changes.” 

James recalls: “Dad’s first truck was a Louisville, but 
Porthaul has mainly been a Kenworth fleet. Then, 
over the last five years, we’ve started to get into the 
European trucks because we feel they are better with 
emissions and fuel economy.

“We usually use Kenworths for our bush work because they 
hold up well off-road. Then with our containers, we are 
using the new Actros 2663, plus we also use Scania R620s 
and R580s for our general freight work. With an eye to the 
future we have decided to trial one of the New Generation 
Scania trucks alongside a Mercedes in the forest to see 
how they both hold up. So far they have been great.” 

As with many families that grew up with trucking in 
their blood, Brian and his three sons are all skilled at 
getting behind the wheel. “All of us drive, sometimes on 
weekends just to see what’s going on. We never expect 
anyone to do something we can’t do ourselves, so we can 
drive every truck and every piece of civil machinery. It’s 
good for the team, too, when they know we can help out 
when needed.

“We also like to trial the new technology as it comes out. 
It’s why we originally went with the Mercedes, to trial all 
the latest safety features coming with autonomous trucks. 

“We have three Actros units that run together from 
Melbourne to Portland, so we have been platooning them 
to monitor the benefits. Our drivers steer them on 
the dual lane section of the highway and the 
technology keeps them running just six 
metres apart. There is a fuel saving, 
maybe not with the first truck, but 
definitely when averaged across 
the three.”

James adds: “I still like 
the Kenworth products, 
but we also like the cab 
ride of the Europeans 
and the features that 
come with them. The 
Kenworths have a better 
resale value than the 
Europeans, but that 
may change overtime. 
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We have drivers who will only love Kenworths, but one 
jumped into the Mercedes and he’s still in it, three years later.”

The business also has a civil construction division, now 
roughly similar in size to the transport division. This is also 
highly successful and is currently completing projects 
such as Portland’s Maritime Discovery Centre, Vesta’s 
blade factory, an Aldi Store in Colac, plus many road and 
housing estate projects. This adds a range of machinery 
and low loaders to the fleet mix, including graders, 
excavators, bulldozers, front end loaders, rollers, water 
tankers, and skid steers.

With business going strongly and with his sons managing 
the operations, Brian is now focused on property 
development, which includes the purchase of a large 
parcel of land on the outskirts of Portland. With plans to 
build an intermodal terminal, a new depot, warehousing, 
fertiliser sheds, biomass storage for the waste wood, 
and possibly a truck fuel station, Porthaul looks set to 
continue to expand in the region.
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